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Comparison was done Online over a Zoom Call with students of Lorentz Lyceum; Arnhem
Team members :- Femke, Kari Hendrikson, Lise Jonker, Xinyi .

We compared different aspects of our project with the international team from the
Netherlands. We first discussed our interviews. Our team (Indian team) interviewed an
environmental specialist, our school board, a shopkeeper, and a local vendor. Our interview
reports mostly consisted of ways they think they can implement to reduce food waste. The
international team interviewed by sending emails to their principal, the food bank, and a
supermarket. The aim they had for their interviews was to find out how people saved food in
general too.

We then had an engaging discussion on the ways used to avoid food waste in our respective
countries. In the Netherlands, they have food banks all over the country. The food wasted in
shops and restaurants is donated to the food banks which are then given to people who cannot
afford food for free. In India, leftover food is normally given to the house help as they have
large families to feed but cannot afford to. The idea of food banks is not very well known in
India yet, but we hope its awareness increases through the years. In India, people go
personally and donate food to homeless people. People also donate money to temples and the
temple staff makes food especially for homeless people for free.

In the end we compared our websites. Their website had an introduction video where they
spoke about their hobbies and aspirations. Below the video, they had their interviews listed
and a few pictures of the supermarket they interviewed. There were also a few feed-backs
recorded. Our website had our introductions written first and below that we listed the steps
we took during the course of the project. The website had all our reports on the interviews
taken. We then displayed the tips we used to prevent food waste and our food diary records.
What we noticed was the international team did not update any diary records on their website.

Overall, the comparison of our projects had many similarities like the aim of the interviews
and the process but there was a lot of difference in the ways food waste is prevented in both
the countries.


